
School Crisis Recovery & 
Renewal project

The 4 R’s and the 5 C’s of 
leading during crisis response



DISCLAIMER

This training is offered through the National Child Traumatic Stress Network 

(NCTSN) and The School Crisis Recovery and Renewal (SCRR) and is funded by 

the Center for Mental Health Services (CMHS), Substance Abuse and Mental 

Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services and jointly coordinated by the University of California, Los Angeles, and 

Duke University, and is administered  by the Center for Applied Research  

Solutions (CARS). The views, opinions,  and content expressed in this presentation 
do not necessarily reflect the views, opinions, or policies of SAMHSA. 



Today’s Team
Antoine Moore, MA 

• He/His        

• SCRR Field Coach

&

Jen Leland, MFT

• She/hers

• SCRR Field Director



GROUNDING & 
SETTLING IN



To understand the phases of 
pandemic and crisis  response 
(4 R’s) and the psychosocial 
supports in each phase

To understand the 5 C’s of 
trauma-informed crisis 
response to individuals and 
organizations

To apply the 5 C’s through 
role plays for individuals 

To apply the 5 C’s to an 
organizations through supervisor 
practices

OUR OBJECTIVES



INTRODUCTION TO THE 

SCHOOL CRISIS RECOVERY & RENEWAL 
PROJECT
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OUR SCRR Project TEAM

The SCRR Project is a collaborative effort between The Center 

for Applied Research Solutions (CARS) and Trauma Transformed 

(T2) and strongly informed by partnership with the National 

Center for School Crisis Bereavement and our team of school 
crisis recovery and renewal experts from across the country.

Funded by SAMHSA, we are part of the National Child Traumatic 

Stress Network.  



Promoting effective and sustainable change in the ways school 

communities and school leadership builds the skills, knowledge, and 
attributes necessary to recover and renew after a crisis. 

www.schoolcrisishealing.org
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WHAT IS SCRR?

School crisis readiness is essential. Response is critical.

And: what happens after matters, too.

http://www.schoolcrisishealing.org/


Anh Ta (anh/them/anh’s), LMFT, MA

SCRR Field Coach (T2)

Antoine Moore (he/him/his), 
MA, MPP

SCRR Field Coach (T2)

Darryn Green (He/him/his)

SCRR Field Coach (T2)

Francesca Osuna

(she/hers), MSW/MPH, PPSC

SCRR Field Coach (T2)

Jen Leland (she/hers), MFT

SCRR Field Director (T2)

Kristi Silva (she/hers), MA, MS

SCRR Evaluation Coordinator 
(CARS)

Leora Wolf-Prusan 
(she/hers), EdD

SCRR Project Director (CARS)

Livia Rojas (she/they), MSW

SCRR Project Manager 
(CARS)

Oriana Ides (she/hers), MA, PPS-C

SCRR Field Coach (CARS)

David Schonfeld (he/him), MD, FAAP

Senior Advisor 

& School 

Crisis 

Coaches 

Network!

OUR SCRR PROJECT TEAM



OUR GOAL

To promote evidence-based, culturally responsive crisis continuum 

wrap around services to promote effective and sustainable change 

in ways school leadership builds the skills, knowledge, and 
attributes necessary to recover and renew after a crisis.

OUR ROLE

We offer a collaborative SCRR model in order to provide training, 

technical assistance (TTA), and resource dissemination to 

school leadership, mental health providers, educators, and staff 
that promotes long-term recovery and renewal after school crisis.
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Guidepost document

School Mental Health Crisis Leadership Lessons: Voices of Experience from 
Leaders in the Pacific Southwest Region

–Guide

–Complementary Reflection Worksheet

LEARN MORE AT:

Bit.ly/smh-crisis-leadership-lessons



LEADING DURING 

CRISIS RESPONSE



What is a 
crisis? 

“A school crisis is when a community member or an influence outside 

of the system acts upon a group to cause harm or destabilize the 

community. Oftentimes, not only does a crisis take us by surprise, but it 
also alters how the community can hold one another.” 

-Kelly Knoche 



The individual, collective, organizational, and 

systemic skills, knowledge, and competencies based on awareness

and acceptance of the responsibility and accountability 

to create school conditions, climates, and cultures that 

empower others to navigate uncertainty and harm so that all students, 

staff, and partners can repair, regulate, and restore.

Based on Harvard professor Marshall Ganz who posits that “leadership is accepting responsibility 

to create conditions that enable others to achieve shared purpose in the face of uncertainty” (2010, p1).

School Mental Health Crisis Leadership…



Xenophobia

Systemic Racism

Homelessness

Food Insecurity

Anti-immigrant Prejudice

Police BrutalityLack of access to Health Care

Poverty



THE 4 R’S 

Readiness, Response, 
Recovery, and Renewal 
We may be in many phases at 

once and may circle through 

phases. What is predictable, is 

preventable and in this spirit, 

the 4 R's give us a general 

roadmap to what we may 

experience in a pandemic or 

school crisis, but also these are 

not linear and our experiences 
are unique.



PANDEMIC READINESS

● Focus: Prepare + develop public education tool and materials for 
dissemination in all languages and platforms; predicting + preparing 
resources to get us through next big thing

▪ Identify educational tools regarding signs of distress, traumatic grief, 
coping strategies, and sustaining community care networks and 
resilience



PANDEMIC RESPONSE

▪ Focus: Protection + Reduction of stress + Reassuring responses; safety/survival

▪ Priority: Communication + coordination for needed messages and responses 
will be critical.

▪ Communication: Wide dissemination of materials to normalize stress reactions 
and emphasize hope, resilience, and natural recovery (public healing 
announcements, town halls)

▪ Tipping Points: Certain events that will either increase or decrease fear, 
helpful, or risk; (deaths of children, fires, floods, lack of PPE, new risk factors, 
hospital shortages)

▪ Stigma & Discrimination: Pandemic reveal and exacerbate inequities and 
stigma that may further marginalize and isolate groups and impeded 
recovery, Counteract racism and stigma though training, information and 
activism.



Pandemic supports for households 
experiencing deaths:

PANDEMIC: GRIEF, LOSS, & RAGE

● Specific supports for responding to patient grief, community loss absent connection, 
access to spiritual and cultural grieving norms, rituals, and practices for burial

● Addressing survivor guilt and blame, moral injury; loss of peer healthcare providers; 
understand grief presents as rage (mistaken for defiance)

● Have tiered levels of supports: Check-
ins, debriefing, short-and long-term 
traumatic grief counseling

● Develop modified cultural, 
religious/spiritual and faith-based 
supports for grieving and collective 
grief circles; using art/ritual in 
classroms



PANDEMIC RECOVERY PERIOD

▪ Coming together again safely; Bringing school communities together 
again; memorializing and mourning the loss (change)

▪ Early and ongoing recovery supports focus on grief and bereavement, 
resilience and recovery, meaning-making and social cohesion

▪ Use partnerships to support community through memorials, rituals, and 
ceremonies to mourn and re-build collective care and community 
healing and resilience



The collective experiences evolve in some ways to surpass or grow 

beyond what came before the mass trauma or pandemic

▪Reimagining systems and services 

▪Shared fates, collectivism, equity

▪Greater appreciation; school community

/educators

▪New possibilities

PANDEMIC RENEWAL PHASE



What phase(s) are you in?



Pause. Breathe. Move. Hydrate. 



..including pandemic 
response phase

The 5 C’s of 

Leading During 
Crisis Response 



5 C’s: Clarity

The 5 C’s: Clarity
Do:

▪ Keep staff up-to-date with clear, accurate, 
and essential information.

▪ Make quick decisions, but remember to 
invite communication

▪ Make clear written talking points for supervisors to ensure consistency.

▪ Follow up hierarchical decisions with inclusive conversations.

Don’t: Use too many words or assume people have same information.



The 5 C’s: Cohesion
Do:

▪ Reinforce that everyone holds a piece of
the puzzle

▪ Reinforce that “all of us is better than one 
of us.”

▪ Support others to speak vulnerably and freely.

Don’t:

▪ Don't reinforce tendencies toward self-interest.

▪ Don't say "I” more than "We."



5 C’s: Collaboration 

The 5 C’s: Connect

Do: 

▪ Be human, present, & available. Connection is 
central to healing.

▪ Practice relational leadership. Listen carefully and 
address concerns.

▪ Show care and concern before challenging others 

to grow or stretch.

Don’t: 

▪ Move too fast into problem-solving before 
connecting.



The 5 C’s: Communicate

Do:

▪ Communication must clear, constant, consistent, 
multimodal.

▪ Communicate early and often. Use 3 R's: Review, 
Repeat, Reinforce

▪ Give talking points to all levels of supervisors for 
consistent messaging.

▪ Use predictable methods: e.g. regular check-ins, 
huddles, or email blasts.

Don’t:

▪ Don't assume people know or can provide same 
information to others



5 C’s: Consolidation 

Do: 

▪ Be positive, proactive, and honest.

▪ Be definitive and take responsibility for your 
actions.

▪ Prioritize progress over perfection.

Don’t: 

▪ Don't blame others for mis-steps.

▪ Don't fall into analysis paralysis.

The 5 C’s: Courage



Under crisis which of the 5 C’s is hardest to 
maintain?



Ariel, a seasoned 4th grade teacher (won teacher of year in 2018) checks 
in with her site supervisor, Antoine. Ariel is tearful, speaking rapidly, and 
reports that since the move to distance learning, she is thinking about 
quitting. She reports “I am not even teaching anymore. I’m no good with 
technology and feel like my students are not learning anything and I’m 
failing them.” She received the recent memo to educators reinforcing  that 
students continue to be instructed to the district’s rigorous testing standards 
and this has “pushed her over the edge.”  She is wondering if she should 
quit so her students can benefit from a more competent teacher with 
more tech skills. 

Clarity, Cohesion, Connect, Communicate, Courage

Scenario



Summing Up

▪ Communicate, communicate, communicate

▪ Prepare + pivoting our focus to the psychosocial and 

organizational supports needed for the phase/hot spots 

of pandemic 

▪ Not “leadership as usual”

▪ Leadership can be a buffer or an agent to mitigate

further risk and loss



LOOKING AHEAD
WAYS TO FURTHER LEARNING WITH US

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
HOW TO ACCESS TA



Submit to our SCRR Día de los Muertos Altar! This year, we at the SCRR project are building a digital altar 

to honor school communities who have experienced loss. We invite you to submit a picture or art 

piece so that together, we can remember and celebrate. Submit your altar offering here by 
10/27/20

SCRR Level Setting-Foundational Modules: foundational modules to promote shared learning and 
understanding of what renewal and recovery might look like in the context of school crisis. Learn 

more: https://schoolcrisishealing.org/events-learning-opportunities/

The Mental Health Technology Transfer Center Network’s Grief Sensitivity Virtual Institute is back for Part 

II: “Applying Concepts to Practice.”  Over 5,000 participants attended Part I in September; join for 

Part II in November (11/12 & 11/13) with leading grief experts across the country. The series is geared 

towards providing our workforce (mental & school mental health and the general public) with tools 

and strategies that can be used when addressing the needs of individuals experiencing grief and 

loss during COVID-19 and beyond. Download the event flyer here
November 12th & 13th 9am-2:45pm PT both days. Register here.

UPCOMING LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/9e67ed697fd943ae8daba6ae220f24e7
https://schoolcrisishealing.org/events-learning-opportunities/
https://mhttcnetwork.org/sites/default/files/2020-08/Grief%20Virtual%20Learning%20Institutes_08192020.pdf
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/global-mhttc/grief-sensitivity-virtual-learning-institute


WHAT?
SCRR Level Setting: Foundational Modules is a four-month, four-part no-cost virtual series for school 

leaders, educators, school site and district administration, community-based organizations, school 
mental health providers, student advocates, and anyone interested.

Modules include signature SCRR training by offering webinars on theory, frameworks, trauma- informed 

and healing -centered crisis models with paired coaching clinics to provide discussion, knowledge 
sharing, and reflection facilitated by experienced SCRR Field Coaches.

Coaching Clinics: Coaching clinics provide SCRR learners and leaders with a forum focused on moving 

from knowledge change to application to practice.

SCRR Coaches will lead participants through case studies, role plays, and interactive discussions 

designed to advance competency in applying SCRR and trauma-informed practices to emergent 
stressors and/or needs.

Participants will have opportunity to receive strategies for implementing practices and skills and 
guidance from SCRR coaches and peer communities.

SCRR Level Setting – Foundational Modules Level Setting – Foundational Modules 

(October 2020 – January 2021)



SCRR Level 

Setting –

Foundational 
Modules

(October 2020 –
January 2021)

https://schoolcrisishealing.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/10/SCRR-Y1-Brochure.pdf

https://schoolcrisishealing.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/SCRR-Y1-Brochure.pdf


Guidepost Document

School Mental Health Crisis Leadership Lessons: Voices of Experience from 
Leaders in the Pacific Southwest Region

▪ Guide

▪ Complementary Reflection 

Worksheet

LEARN MORE AT:

Bit.ly/smh-crisis-leadership-lessons



We need to hear from you to keep bringing you these no 
cost resources! 

Please take a few minutes to give us your feedback! We use 

it to plan our future events—and we are required to include 
it in our reports for our funder.  

The feedback form will appear on your screen when the 

webinar ends and is also included in the follow-up email 
sent immediately following the webinar.  

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!



Contact Info

Email: SCRR@cars-rp.org

Phone: (888) 597.0995

Website:  www.schoolcrisishealing.org

Get social with us!

Facebook: @scrr.project 

Instagram: @scrr_project

Twitter: @scrr_project

Let us know you want to 
get involved!

http://bit.ly/scrr20

mailto:NCTSNinfo@cars-rp.org
http://www.schoolcrisishealing.org/
http://bit.ly/scrr20

